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Agency Relationships with Builders
Since 1995, when the agency relationships statute became effective,
Comission staff has received inquiries
regarding the relationship between a
licensee representing a builder on new
construction and the disclosures the
licensee must make. At a recent Commission meeting, the Commissioners
had an opportunity to discuss this
issue. Based on the Commission’s
discussion, the information for this
article was developed. This article
should not be considered legal advice;
it is an informal interpretation.
When a licensee is representing a
builder on one or more transactions
in one or more subdivisions, the
licensee is generally considered, by
the builder, to be a limited agent for
the builder, who is the seller. The
agency relationships statute requires
that before a licensee engages in any
activity requiring a real estate
license on behalf of the seller, the
designated broker or affiliated
licensee must enter into a written
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agency agreement with the seller.
The statute, in Neb. Rev. Stat.
Section 76-2422, requires that a
written agency agreement contain
the licensee’s duties and responsibilities, the terms of compensation, a
fixed date of expiration of the agreement, and whether an offer of subagency may be made to any other
designated
broker.
The
licensee’s
duties
and
responsibilities are outlined at Neb. Rev. Stat.
Section 76-2417. The
requirements for a
written agency agreement are generally
contained in any listing
agreement. However,
some builders are hesitant to sign a listing agreement for the entire subdivision, or a lot for that matter,
without a potential buyer. A
solution to this hesitancy is
that the agency statute allows for a
written agency agreement to be separate from a listing agreement. An
area of concern is the terms of compensation. When identifying the
terms of compensation in the written
agency agreement to be presented to
a builder, the terms of compensation
may be general. For example, the
parties may agree that the compensation be a specific amount such as a
flat fee or a percentage of each new
construction transaction, or the
parties may agree that the compensation will be set at the time the listing
agreement or a compensation agreement is entered into for a specific
new construction property.
The written agency agreement is
1

not required to contain a specific
legal description. This means that the
licensee and the builder may enter
into a written agency agreement for
an entire subdivision, or portion
thereof, then a listing agreement or
compensation agreement, which
specifies the legal description, may
be entered into for
each new construction
property
as
the
s a l e
occurs.
The
written
agency
agreement is
separate
from
the
agency disclosure document, i.e.
the “Disclosure of Brokerage Relationships in Real Estate Transactions” pamphlet. Agency disclosure
must be made to the builder at the
first substantial contact. The
“Acknowledgement of Disclosure”
page of the pamphlet or the entire
pamphlet may be copied and placed
in each new construction transaction
file. The licensee must also make an
agency disclosure, using the pamphlet, to any potential buyer for any
new construction property at the time
of first substantial contact, if the
potential buyer is not represented.
When meeting with a potential
buyer, the licensee representing the
builder should verbally identify
himself or herself as a seller’s agent
(Continued on page 8)
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DIRECTOR’S
DESK
2004 LEGISLATION
The Commission has had legislation introduced into the 2004 Session
of the Nebraska Legislature which
will amend both the Time-Share Act
and the Real Estate License Act. The
legislation is denoted as LB 845 and
was introduced by Senator Dennis
Byars. The bill has already had its public hearing before the Banking,
Commerce and Insurance Committee. The Committee advanced the bill to
the floor of the Legislature and it is, as of the printing date of this issue,
on General File.
The proposed amendment to the License Act will increase the premium
limit for the mandatory errors and omissions insurance policy offered by
the Commission from $200.00 to $500.00. This proposed increase is
necessitated by the rapidly rising cost of insurance in general, and specifically, due to our experience with regard to the errors & omissions insurance policy for this year.
The intent of the seven proposed amendments to the Nebraska TimeShare Act portion of this bill is to update and clarify provisions inhibiting
registration of time-share projects in Nebraska due to changing industry
practices or inconsistent laws in situs states.
The amendments to the Time-Share Act modify requirements for provisions in a time-share project’s governing documents. The same three
amendments are proposed for both time-share estate programs and timeshare use programs. These proposed amendments: (1) clarify that unavailability of a unit due to acts of nature do not impose a duty on the developer to find alternative accommodations; (2) set a different standard for
provisions suspending an owner’s use for nonpayment of common
expense assessments, than those for violation of rules, to allow an association the ability to keep ‘nonpayers’ from using the premises, yet still
giving an owner sufficient time to pay or show payment was made; and (3)
provide a means for owners to communicate with other owners on association business without compromising their privacy. Laws in some situs
states prohibit the disclosure of owners’ names and addresses to other
owners, while our current law requires such disclosure. This proposed
amendment protects privacy and owners’ corporate voting rights.
The last change to the Time-Share Act provides a cap on renewal fees
of $1,500.00 per time-share program to allow sufficient funds for the
Commission to review renewal applications, while not making the renewal
registration cost prohibitive for time-share programs. Since some programs continue to build additional units or are multiple-site programs, the
renewal fees, which are currently based on the number of units originally
registered, can become excessive. Again, the proposed $1500.00 renewal
fee would cover the review costs accrued by the Commission.
You may review LB 845 through the Commission’s website at:
www.nrec.state.ne.us. In the left-hand menu click on ‘Proposed 2004 Legislation’ and follow the instructions set forth.
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MEET THE REAL ESTATE
COMMISSION STAFF
The Real Estate Commission Staff
is here to serve the public and the
licensee population. It is our goal to
be helpful and forthright in a courteous and professional manner. We
hope that when you contact our
office, you always receive useful,
accurate information and/or are
referred to the proper authority.
Following is a communication
resource to assist you when contacting our office. If the indicated person
is unavailable to take your call,
please share the purpose for the call
and your call will be routed to
someone else who can help you.
We take pride in having a skilled
staff, if you have comments or suggestions as to how we may better
serve you, please contact our office.

COMMUNICATIONS GUIDE
Ask for person indicated if you have questions in
the following areas.
Commission Meeting Information . .Heidi Burklund
InfoTech@nrec.state.ne.us
Complaint Procedures . . . . . . . . . . . . Terry Mayrose
DDEnf@nrec.state.ne.us
Continuing Education History or
Inquiries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Julie Schuur
EdEnf@nrec.state.ne.us
Curriculum Design (Education &
Instructor Approval) . . . . . . . . . . . . Teresa Hoffman
DeputyD@nrec.state.ne.us
Errors and Omissions Insurance
Inquiries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Teresa Hoffman
DeputyD@nrec.state.ne.us
License Applications Packet
Requests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . General Staff
License Applications ProcessMelanie Patrick-Heather
Applic@nrec.state.ne.us
Licensing and Education
Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Teresa Hoffman
DeputyD@nrec.state.ne.us
New Licenses in Process. . Melanie Patrick-Heather
Applic@nrec.state.ne.us
Specialized Registrations . . . . . . . . . . Monica Wade
Finance@nrec.state.ne.us
Transfer of License . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marilyn Masters
LicTsf@nrec.state.ne.us
Trust Account Matters . . . . . . . . . . . . Terry Mayrose
DDEnf@nrec.state.ne.us
John Clark
Patricia Stehly
Ron Pierson

WEBSITE: www.nrec.state.ne.us
TELEPHONE NUMBER
(402) 471-2004
ADDRESS:
Nebraska Real Estate Commission
P.O. Box 94667
Lincoln, NE 68509-4667

Disciplinary Actions Taken by
the Real Estate Commission
(Does Not Include Cases on Appeal)
2003-021 – Commission vs. Gary
William Smith, Salesperson. Stipulation
and Consent Order. License suspended
for six (6) months, with the first fifteen
(15) days served on suspension and the
remainder of the period stayed and
served on probation, from September 1,
2003, through February 29, 2004; plus
an additional six (6) hours of continuing
education, including three (3) hours in
the area of agency and three (3) hours in
the area of license law, to be completed
by February 29, 2004. [Violated Neb.
Rev. Stat. § 76-2418(1) by failing to
exercise reasonable skill and care for the
buyers and by failing to promote the
interests of the client with the utmost
good faith, loyalty and fidelity in that
Respondent did not allow the buyers to
have a furnace and air-conditioning
inspection, selected the closing date for
Respondent’s convenience, failed to
discuss home inspections and home warranty plans and failed to allow the buyers
to have a final walk-through inspection;
§ 76-2419(2) in that Respondent failed
to exercise reasonable skill and care for
the buyers and to promote the interests
of the buyers with the utmost good faith,
loyalty, and fidelity, as follows: Respondent discouraged the buyers from having
a furnace and air-conditioning inspection
rather than encourage same, Respondent
selected the closing date of Respondent’s convenience rather that the convenience of the buyers, Respondent failed
to discuss and recommend to the buyers
home inspections and home warranty
plans, and Respondent failed to recommend the buyers have a final walkthrough prior to closing; § 76-2421(1) by
failing at the earliest practical opportunity during or following the first sub-

stantial contact with a buyer who has not
entered into a written agreement for brokerage services with a designated broker
to provide that person with a written
copy of the current Brokerage Disclosure pamphlet, and by failing to disclose
in writing to that person the types of brokerage relationships the designated
broker and affiliated licensees are offering to that person, or disclose in writing
to that person which party the licensee is
representing; § 81-885.24(22) by
making a substantial misrepresentation
in that Respondent represented to the
buyers the furnace and air-conditioning
system worked fine and an inspection
would be a waste of money; § 81885.24(29) by demonstrating negligence, incompetency or unworthiness to
act as a salesperson in that he failed at
the earliest practicable opportunity
during or following the first substantial
contact with the buyers: to provide them
with a written copy of the current Brokerage Disclosure Pamphlet, to disclose
in writing to the buyers the types of brokerage relationships Respondent was
offering to the buyers, and to disclose in
writing to the buyers which party
Respondent was representing and
further, Respondent advised the buyers:
the furnace and air-conditioning system
worked fine and an inspection of same
would be a waste of money.]
August 20, 2003
2003-026 – Russell E. Kirkpatrick vs.
Ronald J. Abboud, Broker. Stipulation
and Consent Order. License censured;
plus an additional six (6) hours of continuing education, including three (3)
hours in the area of trust accounts and
three (3) hours in the area of license law,
(Continued on page 4)

Got Mail!!
We’veWe’ve
Got Mail!!
E-mail, that is. The Commission is focusing on technology. Our goal is to
enhance our accessibility and service to the Public and to our Licensee Population.
With that in mind, let us call your attention to the addition of e-mail addresses in
the “Communications Guide” located on page 3. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact
us by phone, mail, or e-mail, so that we may be of assistance.
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(Continued from page 3)

DISCPLINARY ACTION (Cont’d)
to be completed by November 17, 2003.
[Violated Neb. Rev. Stat. § 81-885.24(5)
when Respondent failed to deposit into a
separate non-interest bearing checking
account all money received by a broker
acting in such capacity, or as escrow
agent or the temporary custodian of the
funds of others, in a real estate transaction unless all parties having an interest
in the funds have agreed otherwise in
writing; § 81-885.24(29) for demonstrating negligence to act as a broker.]
August 20, 2003
2003-017 – Commission vs. Vincent
Muniz, Sr., Salesperson. Stipulation and
Consent Order. License suspended for 5
years from October 1, 2003 through September 30, 2008. [Violated Neb. Rev.
Stat. § 81-885.24(2) by intentionally
using advertising which is misleading or
inaccurate in any material particular
when Respondent sends correspondence
regarding a listing to a client or customer

on his own company letterhead rather
than on letterhead under the direct supervision of the broker and not in the name
the broker is conducting business as
recorded with the Commission; 81885.24(3) by failing to account for and
remit any money or funds coming into
his or her possession belonging to
others; 81-885.24(24) by failing to place
as soon after receipt as practicable, in the
custody of his broker, any funds
entrusted to him by any person dealing
with him as the representative of his
licensed broker; 81-885.24(26) by violating an rule or regulation adopted and
promulgated by the Commission in the
interest of the public and consistent with
the Nebraska Real Estate License Act, to
wit: Title 299, Ch. 2-003 by failing to
advertise in the name his designated
broker is conducting business as
recorded with the Commission; and Ch.
3-003 by failing to account for money

advanced by a buyer or seller for the
payment of expenses in connection with
the closing of a real estate transaction
and advancing money by his principal
for expenditures on behalf of said principal; 81-885.24(29) by demonstrating
negligence, incompetency or unworthiness to act as a salesperson; and 762419(2) by failing to exercise reasonable
skill and care on behalf of a client and to
promote the interest of the client with the
utmost good faith, loyalty and fidelity as
identified in 76-2417 and 76-2418.]
September 24, 2003
2003-008 – Steven Buchanan vs.
Michael Patrick Earl, Salesperson, &
John Francis Lund, Jr., Broker. Lund:
Dismissed. Earl: Stipulation & Consent
Order. License censured; plus an additional three (3) hours of continuing education in the area of agency to be completed by January 12, 2004. (Violated
(Continued on page 5)

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
REGARDING ERRORS AND OMISSIONS INSURANCE RETROACTIVE DATES
An individual who maintains errors and omissions insurance consistently has coverage that extends back to the
date of original coverage (the retroactive date). If an individual lets the insurance lapse for a period of time
that retroactive date extends back only to the point the insurance was reinstated.
Licensees who had the commission-offered insurance in 2003 but have not yet renewed their license for 2004
or those who have had an inactive license since January 1, 2004, and have not enrolled in the commissionoffered insurance for 2004, should be aware that there is a 90-day limitation on maintaining the retroactive
date of coverage when reinstating insurance through the commission-offered program.
In order to maintain retroactive coverage, licensees who have not yet obtained the Commission-offered
insurance for 2004 must enroll in the plan by March 30, 2004, and pay the full premium for 2004 coverage. Please contact Rice Insurance Services (RISC) at: 800-637-7319 to obtain a ‘Reinstatement
Request Form’ that will be needed to accompany your insurance enrollment form between now and
March 30, 2004 or to discuss any questions regarding this matter.
Please be aware that the March 30 deadline refers to maintaining a previously established retroactive
date only. The current Commission-offered insurance program will remain available to original applicants and
all licensees throughout 2004 and will meet the requirements specified in the Commission’s Rules and Regulations, i.e. Title 299, Chapter 8.
Those who obtain errors and omissions insurance under the equivalent coverage provisions of the statute and
do not utilize the Commission-offered program will need to consult their insurer concerning the provisions
regarding their retroactive date.
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(Continued from page 4)

DISCPLINARY ACTION (Cont’d)
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 76-2422(4) by failing
to obtain the written consent of the seller
and buyer, permitting Respondent Earl,
as the authorized affiliated licensee for
his designated broker, to serve as a dual
agent before engaging in any of the
activities enumerated in Subdivision (2),
81-885.01, by failing to include in a
licensees’ duties and responsibilities
specified in 76-2419, and by failing to
disclose the terms of compensation; 81885.24(29) by demonstrating negligence, incompetency, or unworthiness to
act as a salesperson.]
November 12, 2003
2003-025 – Robert & Jeanette Soto
vs. Beverly Arlene Redwine, Salesperson. Stipulation & Consent Order.
License suspended for fifteen (15) days
from November 21, 2003, through
December 5, 2003; plus an additional
three (3) hours of continuing education
in the area of contracts to be completed
by January 12, 2004. [Respondent provided the sellers two false closing dates
and did not advise the sellers that signing
the Addendum to Purchase Agreement
would reduce their net proceeds by
$500.00, thus violated Neb. Rev. Stat. §
76-2417(1)(c) by failing to meet her
duties and obligations as a limited
Sellers’ Agent to promote the interests of
the client with the utmost good faith,
loyalty, and fidelity and 81-885.24(29)
by demonstrating negligence, incompetency, or unworthiness to act as a salesperson.]
November 12, 2003
2003-046 – Commission vs. Carolyn
Lee Carnley, Broker. Stipulation &
Consent Order. License suspended for
two (2) years from November 12, 2003,
through November 11, 2005, with the
entire period stayed and served on probation; plus an additional six (6) hours of
continuing education, including three (3)
hours in the area of license law and three
(3) hours in the area of trust accounts, to
be completed by May 11, 2004. [Violated Neb. Rev. Stat. § 81-885.24(26) by
violating any rule or regulation adopted
and promulgated by the Commission in
the interest of the public and consistent
with the Nebraska Real Estate License
Act, specifically, Title 299, N.A.C. Ch.
3-002 by failing to maintain a bookkeeping system which accurately and clearly

discloses full compliance with the laws
relating to the maintaining of property
management trust accounts in that
monies were used from one owner to pay
expenses for another owner, there were
overages in the property management
account and the records had not been
timely reconciled; 81-885.24(29) by
demonstrating negligence, incompetency or unworthiness to act as the
broker; 76-2417(1) by failing to account
in a timely manner for all money and
property received on behalf of a client.]
November 12, 2003
2003-047 – Commission vs. Gregory
G. Haer, Salesperson, & Roger A.
Nieman, Salesperson. Stipulation &
Consent Order. Haer: License censured;
plus an additional six (6) hours of continuing education, including three (3)
hours in the area of agency and three (3)
hours in the area of contracts, to be completed by February 9, 2004. Nieman:
License censured; plus an additional
three (3) hours of continuing education
in the area of agency to be completed by
February 9, 2004. (Haer: Respondent
Haer failed to timely complete an
Acknowledgment of Disclosure statement with the buyers. Respondent Haer
further agrees that he shall be considered
a buyer’s limited agent unless he obtains
a written agency agreement from the
seller, as specified in 76-2416(2).
Respondent Haer agrees that he should
have obtained, at the time of listing the
property for sale, the written consent of
the seller/builder and the buyers to serve
as dual agent. Therefore, violated Neb.
Rev. Stat. § 76-2422(4); 81-885.24(29)
by demonstrating negligence, incompetency, or unworthiness to act as a salesperson; and 76-2421(1) by failing at the
earliest practicable opportunity during or
following the first substantial contact
with a buyer to provide the buyers with a
written copy of the current brokerage
disclosure pamphlet which had been prepared and approved by the Commission,
and failed to timely disclose in writing to
the buyers the types of brokerage relationships the designated broker and affiliated licensees are offering to the buyers
or to disclose in writing to the buyers
which party the Respondents were representing. Nieman: Respondent Nieman
did not complete an Acknowledgment of
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Disclosure statement with the buyers
until June 19, 2002. Therefore, violated
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 76-2421(1) by failing
at the earliest practicable opportunity
during or following the first substantial
contact with a buyer to provide the
buyers with a written copy of the current
brokerage disclosure pamphlet which
had been prepared and approved by the
Commission, and failed to timely disclose in writing to the buyers the types of
brokerage relationships the designated
broker and affiliated licensees are offering to the buyers or to disclose in writing
to the buyers which party the Respondents were representing and 81885.24(29) by demonstrating negligence, incompetency, an unworthiness
to act as a salesperson.]
November 12, 2003
2003-058 – Commission vs. Suzanne
Marie Morehead, Salesperson. Stipulation & Consent Order. License censured;
plus an additional six (6) hours of continuing education, including three (3)
hours in the area of agency and three (3)
hours in the area of license law, to be
completed by March 8, 2004. [Violated
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 76-2421(1) for failing
at the earliest practicable opportunity
during or following the first substantial
contact with Buyer who had not entered
into a written agreement for brokerage
services with the designated broker, to
provide Buyer with a written copy of the
current brokerage disclosure pamphlet
prepared and approved by the Commission, failed to disclose in writing to the
Buyer the types of brokerage relationships Respondent and her broker were
offering to Buyer, and failed to disclose
in writing to that person which party
Respondent was representing, specifically Respondent showed properties to
Buyer as early as December, 2002, and
failed to complete the Acknowledgment
of Disclosure for Buyer until January 27,
2003; 81-885.24(22) by making a substantial misrepresentation, that being the
ten feet of vacated alley at the rear of
Buyer’s property was included in the
property offered for sale to Buyer when
in fact it was not; 81-885.24(29) by
demonstrating negligence, incompetency, or unworthiness to act as a salesperson.]
December 10, 2003

Points to Remember When Representing the Buyer
by: Lee B Harris
(Editor’s note: The following article was
reprinted with permission from the Fall 2003
edition of the ‘Kentucky Real Estate News’.
This article contains good information for
buyers’ agents in Nebraska as well.)

The age of buyer’s agency is upon
us. In many transactions across the
state, the buyer is represented by one
agent and the seller is represented by
another agent. In some cases, this is
via a cross-sale between two companies and in some instances this is via
designated agency within the same
company. Nevertheless, buyer’s
agency entails very specific duties
and responsibilities.
FIRST of all, a buyer’s agent
should know the [purchase] contract
that he or she is using. Read over the
contract from time to time. Contracts
are constantly changing, and you
need to know the precise language in
the one you are using. If you do not
and the language has changed, you
may find yourself caught in a pickle.
Moreover, make sure that your client
understands the offer/contract and is
comfortable with all of the terms
contained therein. The buyer’s agent
should explain issues, such as ‘time
is of the essence,’ to the buyer when
preparing the offer. Let the buyer
know his or her options, and then put
those options in the offer to purchase.
SECOND, the buyer’s agent
should make sure that the buyer
understands the numerous deadlines
that appear in most contracts and
should ensure that the buyer abides
by each and every one of those deadlines. For example, if the buyer contracts to apply for financing within
‘x’ number of days, the buyer’s agent
should make sure that the buyer
knows this is the requirement and
follows through on it. Likewise, if
the buyer is to have an inspection
within ‘x’ number of days, the
buyer’s agent should make sure that
the inspection is performed within
that timeframe. If a list of repairs is

to be delivered to the seller within a
certain timeframe, then the buyers’s
agent should ensure that the list is, in
fact, delivered in that timeframe.
THIRD, it is the buyer’s agent’s
responsibility to make sure that the
earnest money agreed to in the purchase contract is collected and
deposited ... [as the buyers and
sellers have agreed.] If the buyer, for
whatever reason, does not come
through with the earnest money as
promised, the buyer’s agent must
notify the seller or the seller’s agent.
If the buyer is going to pay the
deposit at some time in the future,
make sure this is reflected in the purchase contract. Do not use the boilerplate language that states that the
money has been deposited if, in fact,
it is going to be deposited in a week’s
time. [Do not receipt for money that
has not be received.] This could
potentially put the buyer in immediate breach of the contract.
FOURTH, if deadlines are
missed and there is a verbal
agreement between the
parties to extend those
deadlines, get the
extension
in
writing. Make sure
all parties sign the
extension. Do not
ever rely upon a
verbal commitment
to change the written
agreement. Memories
fade, but written documents stay the same over
time.
FIFTH, if there are blanks in the
boilerplate contracts that need to be
filled in, make sure that every blank
is either filled in or crossed out and
initialed, dated and timed. Do not
leave paragraphs blank without
crossing them out, because there
could be a questions in the future as
to whether that paragraph was intentionally left blank. In addition, if
6

there are boxes to be checked, then
check the appropriate boxes or cross
out the section and initial, date and
time it. Be careful to read the contract. If the instructions say to check
only one box or to choose one, then
check only one box or choose only
one.
SIXTH, obtain the signatures of
all the parties on the purchase contract. Do not allow or rely upon the
husband to sign for the wife or vice
versa. If someone has not actually
signed the agreement or given their
power-of-attorney to someone else to
sign on their behalf, then they are not
bound and could protest the agreement. Further, make sure all signatures on the contract are dated and
timed. These facts can become
important if a dispute arises. . . .
NEXT, make sure the buyers
receive a copy of everything they
have signed. Go over each document
with the buyer and make sure they
understand each document.
Never fail to give a
buyer agency disclosure forms. Also,
it is your job to
ensure that the
buyer receives
a Seller’s Disclosure Form.
[The Seller
Property Condition Disclosure Form and
all updates of
the Form must
be made available to the buyer prior to the buyer
becoming obligated to buy the property.] If the buyer has questions, pose
them to the appropriate person. If the
home was built prior to 1978, make
sure the buyer receives a lead-based
paint disclosure form.
FINALLY, make sure that the
contract is complete. If there are
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 6)

AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS . . .
and if the potential buyer is not
accompanied by a limited buyer’s
agent, the builder’s agent should ask
if the potential buyer has a buyer’s
agent. If the potential buyer is unrepresented, the licensee representing
the builder must disclose, using the
“Brokerage Relationship in Real
Estate Transaction” pamphlet, that
the licensee is a limited seller’s agent
and will be providing brokerage services to the buyer as a customer. The
licensee representing the builder is
not automatically a dual agent unless
the broker’s policy requires a dual
agency at this time or the licensee,
because of having represented this
buyer, must become a dual agent. In
the case of a dual agency, a consent
to dual agency would need to be
signed by the buyer and, if the
agency agreement with the builder
does not contain the “threshold” dual
agency language, the builder.

POINTS TO REMEMBER . . . (Cont’d)
items in the listing contract that the not say that the buyer is paying cash
buyer would like to stay with the unless the buyer has that cash in his
property, specifically outline each or her hand. Read over the contract to
item in the purchase contract. Do not make sure everything is complete and
assume that the seller will leave any that everything is included.
While many of these steps may
item just because it is in the listing. In
addition, if there is an obvious defect seem obvious, they are all very
in the home, address that in the offer important. A deal can be made or
to purchase. Do not wait until the broken based upon how carefully the
inspection period to ask for repairs buyer’s agent filled out the contract
for something that you knew of at the or how diligent the buyer’s agent was
outset. The inspection is to uncover in assisting the buyer with meeting
hidden or latent defects with the deadlines and the like. Your clients
home, not obvious problems. If the will be very happy with you if their
buyer has a home to sell, make the contract goes smoothly and there are
contract contingent upon the sale of no major problems created by a
that home. Do not rely upon the sloppy contract or a missed deadline.
financing provision to cover this situ- By the same token, your client will
ation. If the buyer is using VA or be very unhappy if there are
FHA financing, make that clear in the unchecked boxes, missed deadlines
purchase contract. If the buyers are and the like.
receiving part of their money from a
gift or stocks or a retirement account,
state that plainly in the contract. Do
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